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Recently, the research team, led by Prof. ZHAO Yi from the College of Information Science and Electronic Engineering, 
has developed a new kind of low-cost and low-power memory.

The team pioneers in producing a non-volatile ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) composed of memory 
diode arrays. Unlike the current version of content-addressable memory (CAM), this new version incorporates 
germanium technology in integrated circuits, thus being compatible with standard CMOS technology. The circuit 
structure is simple, and the size of the chip is greatly reduced. Also, this TCAM makes a major breakthrough in power 
consumption due to its non-volatility and nonlinearity.

Relevant findings will be presented at the 2018 Symposia on VLSI Technology and Circuits, a top-notch international 
conference on semiconductor technology and circuits.

The TCAM will improve the speed of data exchange to 
a considerable extent and reduce the cost of producing 
network chips, thereby laying a foundation for the 
Internet of Things (IoT) in theory. Moreover, data will 
be tagged, leaving the future IoT society with a vivid 
imagination.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

A new kind of TCAM unveiled at ZJU

IMPLICATION
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The first-ever Cultural Festival of 
International Campus kicked off on 
April 21. Students from 46 different 
countries and regions wore special 
costumes, hosted stalls and played 
games, offering a wonderful feast 
for the audience.

The international zone exhibited 
cultural  t radit ions of  different 
countries. The Nepalese students 
showed their beautiful mountains, 
the  Spanish students  showed 
their splendid football culture, the 
American students showed their 

diversity, the Brazilian students 
shared their passion for samba and 
the students from Turkey worked as 
travel ambassadors.

First Cultural Festival lands on International Campus

SPOTLIGHT  ON:  STUDENTS

The Chinese exhibition area was 
also full of surprises. Students from 
Shandong, Zhejiang, Guangdong and 
Shanxi provinces showed off their 
ancient rhymes, special food and 
traditional dress.

T h e r e  w a s  a l s o  p l e n t y  o f 
e n t e r t a i n m e n t  o n  s t a g e  w i t h 
students' performances that ranged 
from traditional Kung Fu to country/ 
pop music.

The Cultural Festival provided an 
opportunity for interaction and 
ideas sharing between Chinese and 
international students on campus. 

“The idea of the Cultural Festival 
was to let students share their 
countries' traditions, art, activities 
and games,” said Francesca Celi, 
organizer of the Cultural Festival and 
member of the International Student 
Council. With this Cultural Festival, 
International Campus demonstrates 
its true commitment to creating a 
multicultural environment, which is 
lively and fun for all students.






